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Abstract
Online social networks are now attracting a lot of attention not only from their users but also from researchers
in various fields. Many researchers believe that the public mood or sentiment expressed in social media is
related to financial markets. We propose to use trust among users as a filtering and amplifying mechanism
for the social media to increase its correlation with financial data in the stock market. Therefore, we used
the real stock market data as ground truth for our trust management system. We collected stock-related
data (tweets) from Twitter, which is a very popular Micro-blogging forum, to see the correlation between
the Twitter sentiment valence and abnormal stock returns for eight firms in the S&P 500. We developed
a trust management framework to build a user-to-user trust network for Twitter users. Compared with
existing works, in addition to analyzing and accumulating tweets’ sentiment, we take into account the source
of tweets – their authors. Authors are differentiated by their power or reputation in the whole community,
where power is determined by the user-to-user trust network. To validate our trust management system,
we did the Pearson correlation test for an eight months period (the trading days from 01/01/2015 through
08/31/2015). Compared with treating all the authors equally important, or weighting them by their number
of followers, our trust network based reputation mechanism can amplify the correlation between a specific
firm’s Twitter sentiment valence and the firm’s stock abnormal returns. To further consider the possible
auto-correlation property of abnormal stock returns, we constructed a linear regression model, which includes
historical stock abnormal returns, to test the relation between the Twitter sentiment valence and abnormal
stock returns. Again, our results showed that by using our trust network power based method to weight
tweets, Twitter sentiment valence reflect abnormal stock returns better than treating all the authors equally
important or weighting them by their number of followers.
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1. Introduction
Online social media (e.g. Twitter) is becoming more popular, as it is easier for users to post and spread
information than with traditional media. With more users joining in online social networks, more data is
available. Therefore, many data-driven applications, such as disaster detection [1], election predictions [2] [3],
information filtering [4], opinion mining [5] [6] [7] and so on benefit from this trend. Among them, financial
market analysis is one of the most attractive fields and has attracted a lot of attention [8] [9] [10] [11] [12].
The stock market is a very hot topic in the field of finance and economics. Many researchers try to
analyze and predict stock returns based on various types of theories [13] [14]. For example, Chartist theory
[15] assumes that the stock market’s past behavior patterns will recur in the future. Thus we can predict
future stock returns by using historical data. In contrast to Chartist theory, Random Walk theory [16]
[17] considers stock returns as identical independent variables. Although these theories’ assumptions are
different, many existing works use historical stock market data, such as open price, close price, daily trade
volume and so on, to predict future stock returns.
Besides historical stock market performance, investors’ decisions can be affected by news [18] and media
[8] [10] [19] [20] [21]. Also, public mood or sentiment which is reflected in media plays an important role in
investors’ decision making processes [22] [23]. Investors’ decisions in turn can affect stock market. Therefore,
stock market is related with public mood in news or media.
With the popularity of Twitter and its easy-to-use open Application Programming Interfaces (APIs),
there exist many works that use Twitter as a platform to analyze and predict stock market activities,
including both indicator-level and firm-level analysis [9] [11] [12] [24] [25]. In addition to academic researchers,
firms are also paying attention to Twitter for their commercial purposes. Many firms use Twitter to interact
with their investors and customers [26]. Compared with traditional media, Twitter is efficient. To use Twitter
to analyze stock market, typically Twitter feeds (tweets) are first analyzed by sentiment analysis tools to
extract their sentiment, then tweet sentiments are aggregated together. Aggregated Twitter sentiment
valence is then used for financial market analysis. Most widely used sentiment analysis tools generate binary
results (positive or bullish vs. negative or bearish), although some sentiment analysis can generate multi-level
sentiment results.
The main hypothesis of this work is that the users reputation, built by the inter trust among them,
using our trust management system, helps in making better predictions of the stock market. To verify this
hypothesis and to validate our trust management system, we collected stock-related data from Twitter to see
the correlation between Twitter sentiment valence and abnormal stock returns. Therefore, the correlation
between Twitter sentiment valence, filtered by our trust management system, and abnormal stock returns
served as ground truth for our trust management system. We selected eight firms which are the top eight
mentioned firms (which have the largest number of tweets) in our data set. The reason we selected these
eight firms is that, for other firms, the average number of daily tweets is low. Based on only a small number
of tweets, we think that the analysis is not reliable. For the selected eight firms we collected their stock data
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correspondingly from Yahoo! Finance. As indicated in [27], the source (users) of tweets is also an important
factor. Therefore, unlike many existing works which treat all the authors equally important or ignore authors’
identities, in addition to analyzing tweets’ sentiment, we also take into account tweets’ authors. We adapted
our trust management framework [28] and constructed a user-to-user trust network for Twitter users based
on their tweeting behaviors. Then, users were differentiated by their reputation or power in the whole
community, where reputation or power is determined by the user-to-user trust network. Furthermore, to
aggregate tweets together for Twitter sentiment valence, each tweet is weighted by its author’s power.
To compare our approach to other ones, we used the Pearson correlation tests among results for eight
months time (the trading days from 01/01/2015 through 08/31/2015). Compared to treating all the authors
equally important or weighting them by their number of followers, our trust network based reputation
mechanism amplifies the correlation between a specific firm’s Twitter sentiment valence and the firm’s stock
abnormal returns. To further consider the possible auto-correlation property of abnormal stock returns and
to test the relation between Twitter sentiment valence and abnormal stock returns, we constructed a linear
regression model, which includes historical stock abnormal returns. Again, our results show that by using
our trust network power based method to weight tweets, Twitter sentiment valence reflect abnormal stock
returns better than other two methods, that is treating all the authors equally important or weighting them
by their number of followers.
The remaining portion of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we introduce some background
knowledge and literature works in this field. In Section 3, we introduce our trust management framework
and adapt it to Twitter. Also, we propose a simple method to calculate for users’ power or reputation.
In Section 4, we illustrate how we aggregate Twitter sentiment valence for the firms. And we propose our
trust network power based method as well as other two baseline methods. In Section 5, we give detailed
information about the data sets we used in this work. Also, we compare our trust network power based
method with other two baseline methods regarding Pearson correlation coefficients and a linear regression
model. In Section 6, we conclude our work and list several limitations of applicability of this work as well
as some potential future work.
2. Background and related works
Twitter, as one of the most popular online social media platforms, provides its users the ability to share
and spread their opinions. It also enables users who have the same interests to form groups. The stock
market is among one of the hottest topics among Twitter users. There are many stock market-related
groups or gurus on Twitter, such as StockTwits, FinancialTimes, MarketWatch, and so on. Recent research
has shown that investors are likely to post financial news or articles and share their opinions on Twitter [29].
Compared with traditional media, Twitter feeds can be incorporated instantly into stock prices. Therefore,
Twitter has become a widely used platform for researchers to analyze and predict stock returns.
As [8] [19] [20] pointed out, investors’ emotions or sentiments can be reflected by the stock market.
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Negative sentiment or pessimism on social media might induce a stock price to drop. Positive sentiment is
more likely to induce stock prices to increase than neutral or pessimism sentiment. Therefore, given users’
text (tweets), natural language processing methods are needed to analyze investors’ emotions. There exist
many sentiment analysis tools. Roughly, they can be divided into two categories: word count analysis strategy
and machine learning strategy. Word count analysis strategy uses dictionaries to determine sentiment for
each word and then aggregate words’ sentiment together. Most commonly used dictionaries in this field
include Harvard-IV dictionary [30] and Loughran and McDonald’s financial dictionary [31]. Among machine
learning methods, most of them are classifiers, such as Naive Bayes classifier, SVM classifier, and so on. One
of the problems of the machine learning strategy is that it requires a set of labeled training data, which might
need a huge load of manual work. In this work, we use an existing sentiment analysis tool – SentiStrength
[32], which is designed for short informal text.
Twitter sentiment valence is then measured based on the detected positive and negative tweets. Various
Twitter sentiment valence measurements are used in literature [8] [11] [33] [29]. In principle, Twitter sen-
timent valence measures the ratio of positive tweets to negative tweets. To investigate the linear relation
between Twitter sentiment valence and stock prices or stock returns, Pearson correlation coefficients [12]
[29] [34] and beta coefficients of linear regression models [9] [11] [33] are widely used in literature.
Existing works in this field can be divided into two categories based on their focus. Indicator-level works
mainly focus on indicators, such as Dow Jones Industrial Average Index, NASDAQ, S&P 500 index, and so
on. This type of work focuses on the whole industry. Indicator-level works include [8] [35] [36] [9]. More
recently, researchers are also paying much attention to firm-level works; as the name itself indicates, instead
of investigating the whole industry, this type of work focuses on specific firms. [37] [33] [11] [34] [29] [38]
belong to firm-level works. In this paper, we focus on specific firms.
Bollen et al., [9] used OpinionFinder and Google-Profile of Mood States (GPOMS) to measure sentiment
for tweets. Rather than outputting binary sentiment results (OpinionFinder), GPOMS measures sentiment
in six dimensions, which includes calm, alert, sure, vital, kind, and happy. And it showed that only calm is
related to Dow Jones Industrial Average Index. Tetlock [8] did experiments with Wall Street Journal, and
mainly focused on the pessimism score of the media. It showed that high media pessimism scores caused
the drop in stock market prices. [36] classified tweets into fear, worry, and hope based on the corresponding
words. It showed that Twitter sentiment (fear, worry, and hope) is negatively correlated with Dow Jones
Industrial Average Index, NASDAQ and S&P 500 index. Similarly, [35] measured anxiety, worry, and fear
in LiveJournal, and it turned out that they were negatively related to the S&P 500 index.
Smailovic et al., [33] calculated positive sentiment probabilities by dividing the number of positive tweets
by the total number of tweets. It then analyzed eight firms’ stock returns and their positive sentiment
probabilities by using the Granger causality test [39]. Instead of focusing on stock returns, Ranco et al., [34]
measured the Pearson correlation coefficient between 30 firms’ abnormal returns and their Twitter sentiment
valence. Its focus was on event detection and events’ relation with abnormal returns. Similarly, Sul et al.,
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[11] measured the relation between Twitter sentiment valence and abnormal returns via analyzing beta
coefficients of linear regression models. In [29], besides investigating the relation among Twitter sentiment
valence, stock returns, message volume and trading volume, Sprenger et al., showed that tweets from users
who always provide good advice are more likely to be retweeted more than other users.
However, none of those mentioned above works takes into account tweets’ authors. Even in [29], it only
investigated the relation between the advice quality and the number of retweets. It did not differentiate their
authors. In the remainder of this work, given historical Twitter data, we adapted our trust management
framework [28] to measure user-to-user trust relationships and then construct a trust network for the whole
community. Based on the trust network within the community, we then derived users’ reputation or power,
which is used later as weights in the process of Twitter sentiment aggregation. Through weighting each
tweet by its author’s reputation or power, we can amplify the correlation between specific firms’ Twitter
sentiment valence and their abnormal stock returns. Also, we show that to get reliable analysis, a sufficient
number of tweets must be available.
3. Trust network for Twitter
Trust, which is a subjective concept, plays an extremely important role in people’s daily lives. Actually,
we use our trust estimations or trust networks to make decisions in our lives [40] [41] [42]. For example,
among several service providers, we might choose the one who has the highest rating. On Twitter, given a
huge number of subscribers, trust is very important for users to differentiate among other users. A user might
have thousands of followers or friends on Twitter; however, not all of them are acquaintances. Huberman et
al., [43] differentiated “claimed friends” from “real friends” on Twitter by counting the number of interactive
tweets that two users post towards each other. To handle trust on large online social media sites, such
as Facebook and Twitter, we need support from computer systems. Therefore, we have to represent trust
computationally, which we call trust modeling in this work. A lot of research has been done in this field [44]
[45] [46].
Typically, only very few users are directly connected through trust network on Twitter [47]. Therefore,
besides representing trust in a computational way, we also need a framework that can effectively infer Friend
of a Friend (FOAF) relationships, as user-to-user direct trust relationships are not sufficient in sparsely con-
nected online social networks. In this paper, we call this trust inference. In [28], we proposed a measurement
theory based trust management framework which addresses both trust modeling and trust inference. We
represent our trust management framework in Figure 1.
Trust Modeling maps the available trust related raw data (interactive tweets) from Twitter into trust
metrics. Trust Inference infers indirect trust relationships by propagating and aggregating direct trust rela-
tionships over the whole network or over the part of particular interest network. In Decision Making, which
is stock market analysis in our case, we use the produced trust knowledge obtained by trust management
framework to support decision-making processes. All three phases of trust processing are dependent on the
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Figure 1: Three Phases of Trust Processing
context [48]. For example, depending on the type of decisions, or the risks involved, we would appropriately
map the raw trust data into defined trust metrics.
3.1. Trust components
Our trust management framework is based on measurement theory. On Twitter, we treat each interactive
tweet as a measurement that the truster has towards the trustee. Similar to physical measurement cases,
after doing a set of measurements, we get a set of measured results, which are not necessarily the same due
to several factors (i.e., measurement error, random noise, and so on). From a set of measured results, we
derive a comprehensive summary of the trustee’s impression or trustworthiness. Similar to the averaging of
sample measurements in statistics, we use the mean of measurements to represent impression and denote it
as m in this paper. Besides impression, similar to sampling in statistics, the truster would have a distribution
of measured results in a range around the summarized impression. Such a distribution, which in fact shows
to what extent the truster is confident about her/his estimation, is similar to “error” (standard error of the
mean) in physical measurements [49]. We use confidence (denoted as c) to capture the measurement “error”.
Therefore, our trust metric is composed of two components: impression (m) and confidence (c). Impression
measures how good or trustworthy the trustee is in the truster’s point of view. Confidence measures how
confident the truster is about her/his impression estimation.
To consider impression and confidence together, we denote trust as T (m, c), where m and c can be
calculated in Equation 1. Impression m is the mean of measurements. And confidence c is inversely related
to an error. The higher the error, the lower is the confidence. For each measurement result mi, we normalize
it into the range of [0, 1]. Therefore, both m and c are in the range of [0, 1]. The higher the impression value,
more trustworthy the trustee is. Similarly, the higher the confidence value, more confident is the truster is
about the corresponding impression estimation.
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m =
∑i=N
i=1 mi
N
and c = 1− 2 ∗ r where r =
√∑i=N
i=1 (mi −m)2
N ∗ (N − 1) (1)
3.2. Trust modeling for Twitter
Our trust management framework is based on measurements, so we need to first collect measurements
on Twitter. Also, remember that trust relationship is user-to-user. We want to analyze the truster’s trust
estimation towards the trustee. Therefore, we collect three special types of tweets: mentions, replies, and
retweets. Honey et al., called them interactive tweets in [50]. They are used for communication among
Twitter users. We consider them as conversations among users on Twitter and treat them as measurements
in our framework. One common feature of these three types of tweets is that they all contain the symbol
”@”, followed by the trustees that the truster want to communicate with.
Tweets reflect the truster’s opinion or sentiment towards the trustee. Similar to [51], we build up trust
based on sentiment analysis results. There are many existing sentiment analysis tools. As in [52], we select
SentiStrength [32] as our sentiment analysis tool. To test the accuracy of SentiStrength, we used a Yelp
dataset which includes both text reviews and ratings in [28]. We used the scalar outputs (from −4 to +4)
of SentiStrength, and normalized sentiment results and Yelp ratings into a range of [0, 1]. Our test results
showed that SentiStrength’s sentiment results were very close to the actual Yelp ratings (the mean absolute
error was equal to 0.224).
By treating interactive tweets as measurements, we can calculate impression m by following Equation 1.
Instead of just averaging all the tweets, we divide them into different time windows based on their posted
date. We cluster tweets posted within the same month into the same window. As we will see later, we treat
these windows differently. In each window, we group tweets based on their posted dates. On each day, we
treat them equally and calculate the mean impression md for that specific day by following Equation 1, as
well as cd.
After calculating m and c for each day, we use the weighted mean to combine the results for each month
(time window) in Equation 2. Here we use wi =
1
r2 , to assign higher weights to those who have higher
confidence. Correspondingly, the error of the weighted mean is expressed in Equation 3.
mmonth =
Σi=31i=1 wimi
Σi=31i=1 wi
(2)
e2month =
1
Σi=31i=1 wi
(3)
Similar to [53], we assume that impression can fade with time. For example, if the truster just evaluated
the trustee a few days ago, she/he may be quite confident about the estimation; however, if the truster
”measured” the trustee several months ago, the impression has somehow faded. So we introduce a forgetting
factor σ, where σ is less than 1, to capture this effect on the truster’s confidence. As we are going to use tweets
posted from 01/01/2015 through 08/31/2015 to analyze stock market, we use tweets which were posted in
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the year of 2014 (before the stock market analysis period) to construct the trust network. Therefore, we have
12 time windows in total. The confidence of December, which is the most recent month, is not discounted.
The confidence of November is discounted by σ, and the confidence of October is discounted by σ2, and so
on. We show this effect of forgetting factor in Equation 4, where i is the number of the corresponding month
(i.e. i = 1 for January).
c
′
i = ci ∗ σ12−i (4)
Similar to Equations 2 and 3, we combine 12 time windows’ results using the weighted mean where
weights are confidence c
′
. In this work, we select one month as the length of the time window and the
forgetting factor σ = 0.95. Further refinement of these parameters will be part of our future work.
3.3. Trust inference
As indicated by psychologists and sociologists, such as Stanley Wasserman [54] and Holland [55], trust is
propagative. There are two types of inference operations used to capture trust propagation: trust transitivity
and trust aggregation [28].
Based on the trust transitivity, if A trusts B, and B trusts Z, to some extent A will also trust Z. We
denote this case as: mA:BZ = m
A
B ⊗mBZ . This is a concatenation of trust path (a chain of trust relationships)
A-B and B-Z using node B as a connecting node for trust transitivity.
Given that there exist multiple paths between A and Z, we use trust aggregation to aggregate them. For
example, if A can learn Z through B and C, then it can be denoted as m
A:(B,C)
Z = m
A:B
Z ⊕mA:CZ .
To calculate confidence for the propagated trust, we use the error propagation theory [56]. If we represent
transitivity and aggregation operators in a general function as f(m1,m2), then the error of function (r in
Equation 1) can be computed as in Equation 5 [57]:
r2f = (
∂f
∂m1
)2r21 + (
∂f
∂m2
)2r22 + 2
∂f
∂m1
∂f
∂m2
cov(m1,m2) (5)
Here cov(m1,m2) is the covariance between m1 and m2. In case that m1 and m2 are independent,
the covariance becomes zero. We can see that rf can be calculated for any format of arithmetic operators
using the error propagation theory. Therefore, our framework is very flexible and can be adapted to various
transitivity and aggregation operators.
In [28], we collected three trust transitivity operators and five trust aggregation, operators. These are
all commonly used operators in literature, and each operator has its meaning. We use the same operators
in this work. In the following, we list transitivity operators as TP , and list aggregation operators as AP .
Also, we list equations for calculating corresponding errors for the transitivity operators and aggregation
operators. Note that, to calculate confidence, we assume that the covariances in Equation 5 are equal to 0.
For the meanings and sources of these operators, please refer to [28].
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mAB ⊗mBZ = mAB ∗mBZ (TP1)
rAB ⊗ rBZ =
√
(mBZ )
2 ∗ (rAB)2 + (mAB)2 ∗ (rBZ )2 (TP1)
mAB ⊗mBZ = mAB ∗mBZ + (1−mAB) ∗ (1−mBZ ) (TP2)
rAB ⊗ rBZ =
√
(2 ∗mAB − 1)2 ∗ (rBZ )2 + (2 ∗mBZ − 1)2 ∗ (rAB)2 (TP2)
mAB ⊗mBZ = mmin = min(mAB ,mBZ ) (TP3)
rAB ⊗ rBZ = min(ri where mi = mmin) (TP3)
mA:BZ ⊕mA:CZ =
mA:BZ +m
A:C
Z
2
(AP1)
rA:BZ ⊕ rA:CZ =
√
1
22
((rA:BZ )
2 + (rA:CZ )
2) (AP1)
mA:BZ ⊕mA:CZ =
w1 ∗mA:BZ + w2 ∗mA:CZ∑
wi
(AP2)
rA:BZ ⊕ rA:CZ =
√
1
(
∑
wi)2
(w21 ∗ (rA:BZ )2 + w22 ∗ (rA:CZ )2) (AP2)
mA:BZ ⊕mA:CZ = mA:BZ +mA:CZ −mA:BZ ∗mA:CZ (AP3)
rA:BZ ⊕ rA:CZ =
√
(1−mA:CZ )2 ∗ (rA:BZ )2 + (1−mA:BZ )2 ∗ (rA:CZ )2 (AP3)
mA:BZ ⊕mA:CZ = mmax = max(mA:BZ ,mA:CZ ) (AP4)
rA:BB ⊕ rA:CZ = max(ri where mi = mmax) (AP4)
rA:BB ⊕ rA:CZ = rmax, where cmax = max(cA:BZ , cA:CZ ) (AP5)
mA:BZ ⊕mA:CZ = max(mi where ci = cmax) (AP5)
As we indicated in [28], the user-to-user Twitter trust network built in Section 3.2 is sparsely connected.
We use the above three transitivity operators and five aggregation operators, which results in 15 combinations
of operators, to infer indirect trust relationships. We call the number of links from the truster to the trustee
hops. For example, if A knows Z through B, in this case, we say that it has two hops. On the one hand,
by increasing the number of hops, we can have more pairs of users being connected. On the other hand, the
larger number of hops, the lower is the accuracy of the inferred indirect trust [58]. For the trade-off between
them, in this work, we only infer indirect trust by two hops.
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3.4. Users’ power
Based on the built trust network on Twitter, we can calculate users’ power or reputation. If a user is
trusted by a large number of other users, she/he will have a high influence in the whole community. In other
words, for a user to have a higher power or reputation, first of all, she/he needs to have a large number of
friends or incoming trust links. Besides this, those incoming trust links have to be trustworthy. Remember
that we represent impressions in the range of [0, 1], and 0.5 represents neutral sentiment. In other words,
most of the positive incoming trust links’ impressions should be larger than or equal to 0.5. Also, we want
these incoming trust links to be confident as well as trustworthy. To consider the number of incoming trust
links, their impressions and confidence together, in this work, we define a simple method to calculate power
for users as in Equation 6.
Pu =
∑
ui∈INu & mui≥0.5
mui ∗ cui (6)
Here, INu is the set of users who have trust links toward user u. In other words, IN contains all the
users that have trust estimations towards user u. Considering impression and confidence together, we use
the product of them. In such a way, even given the same impression m, higher confident incoming trust
links contribute more to users’ power than lower confident trust links. By setting a threshold of 0.5 for
impression, we only count trustworthy incoming trust links. For negative or neutral links, we do not want
them to contribute to the power.
4. Twitter sentiment valence
4.1. Sentiment analysis for tweets
As many existing works [22] [9] [11] [29] [34] [12] [24] [33] [25] suggested, social media’s emotional valence
can be a helpful and important factor for stock market analysis. Given a tweet, its sentiment can be analyzed
in two dimensions: valence or polarity and arousal [59] [11]. As did many existing works, in this work we
only use tweets’ sentiment valence. In other words, for each tweet, we only analyze whether it is positive or
negative. In some works in the field of stock market analysis, positive is also called bullish and negative is
called bearish [20]. In this work, we use the terms of positive and negative.
In literature, there are two types of sentiment analysis tools: word count analysis strategy based tools
and machine learning strategy based tools. For simplicity, many works use word count analysis strategy [9]
[11]. In this category, based on the given positive and negative dictionaries, each word is mapped into the
positive, neutral, or negative tag. To aggregate sentiment valence, there exists two methods: document-level
method or tweet-level method. In the document-level works, the numbers of positive, neutral and negative
words are counted together for all the interesting tweets in the document. While in the tweet-level works,
each tweet is first tagged as positive or negative, based on the number of positive and negative words that it
contains. Then, sentiment tagged tweets are accumulated for document-level sentiment valence. In machine
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learning strategy based tools, words are first used to construct features, i.e., TF-IDF [60], which can be later
used along with other features by classifiers [52] [34].
In this work, we use an existing sentiment analysis tool – SentiStrength [32] which was also used by
[52], to do tweet-level sentiment analysis for each tweet. SentiStrength has shown its good performance
for informal short text [61]; however, it is not specially designed for financial text analysis. Therefore, in
addition to its default lexicon, we also add Loughran and McDonald’s financial dictionary [31], which is
widely used for financial text sentiment analysis, into SentiStrength.
Note that SentiStrength has different types of output results. In the previous trust modeling stage, we
used SentiStrength’s multi-scales output results, which can provide more grained information about users’
attitudes. While in the field of analyzing Twitter sentiment and stock market, only binary output results
(positive or bullish vs. negative or bearish) are used [9] [11] [29] [34] [52] [20]. Following this, we use
SentiStrength’s binary output results in the stage of stock market analysis.
4.2. Aggregation of Twitter sentiment valence
By using SentiStrength, we analyze sentiment for each tweet. To investigate the relation between the
Twitter sentiment valence and stock returns, we need to accumulate tweets’ sentiment valence on a daily
basis. To aggregate daily sentiment valence, there are three widely used variables in literature[37] [11].
Following [29], in this work, we select to use the log of the ratio of the number of positive tweets to the
number of negative tweets, which is shown in Equation 7. Here, P are the number of daily positive tweets,
and N is the number of daily negative tweets.
TSV = log(
1 + P
1 +N
) (7)
Among existing works, all tweets are considered equally important regardless of their authors. Each
tweet contributes to either the number of positive tweets or to the number of negative tweets in Equation 7.
However, in reality, the source of information is very important [27]. In the case of stock market analysis,
we assume that users who have a higher power in the community should have more influence than users
with lower power. Therefore, we adjust Equation 7 by incorporating users’ power, which is calculated in
Section 3.4, into calculating Twitter sentiment valence. Instead of considering all tweets equally important,
we weight tweets by their authors’ power as in Equation 8. Here, PS is the set of positive tweets, and NS is
the set of negative tweets. up and un are the authors who post positive and negative tweets correspondingly.
TSV = log(
1 +
∑
p∈PS Power(up | up posts p)
1 +
∑
n∈NS Power(un | un posts n)
) (8)
Note that, it is possible that a single user appears two or more times in Equation 8. For example, a user
might post two positive tweets about a specific firm on the same day. Or she/he can even post one positive
tweet and one negative tweet about the same firm on the same day. In such cases, this user appears multiple
times in Equation 8.
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To compare with existing works, we introduce two baseline methods to calculate Twitter sentiment
valence. In the first one, authors’ information is ignored such that all the tweets are considered equally
important as in Equation 7. We use TSVequal to denote this method. Actually, TSVequal is widely used by
many existing works, including [11], [29], [37], [33] and [34]. In the second method, instead of using users’
power as weights in Equation 8, we use the number of followers that the users have as weights. This is a
straightforward way to differentiate users’ influence, as the number of followers that a user has is directly
available on Twitter. We denote this method as TSVfollowers. Correspondingly, we denote our trust network
power based method as TSVpower.
5. Results
5.1. Data
To investigate the relationship between Twitter sentiment valence and stock returns, we collected two
sets of data: financial data set and Twitter dataset.
5.1.1. Financial data
To have sufficient information for firms that we were going to investigate, we selected eight firms that had
the largest number of tweets in our Twitter dataset. On average, each firm had more than 40 daily tweets.
Also, these eight firms were selected from the S&P 500 index. They were Apple Inc (AAPL), Amazon.com
Inc (AMZN), Alphabet Inc Class C (GOOG), Facebook Inc (FB), Netflix Inc (NFLX), Gilead Sciences Inc
(GILD), General Electric Corp (GE), and Microsoft Corp (MSFT). For the period that we were interested,
we downloaded their daily stock market data from Yahoo!Finance, which included open price, highest price,
lowest price, close price, adjusted the close price and trading volume. We analyzed Twitter and stock market
information from 01/01/2015 through 08/31/2015, which included 167 trading days in total.
Like many other works [9] [11] [34], we focused on stock returns, which is defined in Equation 9. Here, we
used the adjusted close price in Equation 9. Therefore, stock returns reflected stock price’s change compared
with the previous trading day.
Rd =
Priced − Priced−1
Priced−1
(9)
In the field of finance, people are more interested in abnormal returns than stock returns [34]. Abnormal
returns are defined as the actual stock returns minus the expected stock returns (also called normal returns)
[34] [62], as shown in Equation 10. Here, we user E[Rd] to denote the expected returns or normal returns.
From this definition, we can see that abnormal returns somehow reflect external events or news’ influence on
the stock portfolios. In other words, abnormal returns are more sensitive to external events and news than
stock price itself.
ARd = Rd − E[Rd] (10)
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In literature, there are many alternative methods and models used to calculate the expected stock returns,
[63]. To evaluate the difference and performance of these models is beyond the scope of our work. As in
[34], we use the market model to estimate the expected returns. It assumes that a firm’s stock returns have
a linear relation with the whole industry’s stock returns. We use linear regression model to represent it in
Equation 11. In our case, we use the S&P 500 index as the independent variable RSP . α is the intercept,
and β is the linear coefficient. As in [64] and [34], we use the previous 120 days as the training set to estimate
α and β. α and β are estimated following the ordinary least squares (OLS) procedure. Therefore, although
we only investigated from 01/01/2015 through 08/31/2015, we also collected part of 2014’s stock data to
calculate the expected returns.
E[Rd] = α+ β ∗RSPd (11)
5.1.2. Twitter data
To collect stock market-related tweets, we found three official certificated accounts on Twitter. They
are StockTwits, FinancialTimes, and MarketWatch. All of them are stock market-related companies or
organizations. We considered them as three groups, and their followers discuss stock market within the
groups. We also collected all the followers of these three groups and combined them into a single group or
community.
We developed an application using Twitter ’s open API as well as twitter4J library to collect data from
Twitter. We first retrieved users’ IDs and then used these user IDs to retrieve their tweets, which are written
in English. Note that Twitter’s open API limits data are collecting up to 3, 200 tweets from a single user’s
timeline. The dataset consists of users’ screen names, locations, tweets, and the date and time when they
posted the tweets. We took a snapshot of the group in September 2015. At that time, it has 2, 898, 756
users in total. And from users’ timelines, we collected all the tweets posted before September 2015, for a
total number of 775, 928, 121 tweets. In addition to their official accounts’ followers, we also included users
towards whom the followers had posted interactive tweets. To build the trust network among users, we used
all the collected interactive tweets. Based on our definition of trust in Section 3.2, there are 20, 916, 112
pairs of users having trust relationships. And based on the definition of users’ power, 3, 929, 933 users had
their power calculated. So, we only considered tweets that were posted by these 3, 929, 933 users in the later
stock market analysis stage.
After building the trust network, we filtered out tweets that were not related to the stock market in the
stage of stock market analysis. Similar to many other works[9] [11] [34] [24], we used the dollar sign (e.g.
$AAPL), to select stock market related tweets, since the dollar sign is commonly used on Twitter to tag
stock market related tweets. For the eight firms that we had selected above, we collected their daily tweets
from 01/01/2015 through 08/31/2015. All the tweets were grouped on a daily basis for each firm. We listed
the number of tweets on trading days for each firm in Table 1.
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Table 1: Number of tweets on trading days from January 1st 2015 through August 31st 2015
Firm
Total number
of tweets
Average number
of daily tweets
Maximum number
of daily tweets
Minimum number
of daily tweets
AAPL 61,807 370.1018 2,653 101
FB 24,047 143.9940 1,089 37
GOOG 19,461 116.5329 704 29
NFLX 15,964 95.5928 665 13
AMZN 13,943 83.4910 912 14
GE 9,091 54.4371 491 10
MSFT 8,087 48.4251 567 9
GILD 7,329 43.8862 483 4
5.2. Trust Inference validation experiment
To infer indirect trust relations among users on Twitter, we collected three transitive operators and five
aggregation operators from literature in Section 3.3, which results in 15 possible combinations. Each of them
might fit better specific applications. As [65] and [28] indicated, in different applications, users might exhibit
different trust propagation behavior patterns. Therefore, among 15 combinations, we needed to select a
combination that works for our Twitter application. To measure their trust inference accuracy, we used
the leave-one-out cross-validation method [66]. Basically, in the leave-one-out cross-validation method, we
compared the difference between the actual trust expressed by the truster and the inferred trust calculated
by combinations of transitive operators and aggregation operators. For each leave-one-out case, we first hid
the actual direct trust link (dash line in Figure 2) from the truster towards the trustee and used all the
remaining indirect trust links (solid line in Figure 2) to infer indirect trust by trust transitivity and trust
aggregation. An example of leave-one-out case is shown in Figure 2, where there exists N indirect paths
from truster A to trustee Z through B1, B2, ... BN . In our dataset, we have 499, 327 leave-one-out cases.
Figure 2: An example of leave-one-out case
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For AP2, we used confidence as weights, w = c. Accuracy was measured by classical mean absolute error
(MAE). We used diffm to represent the absolute difference between the inferred m and actual m, and used
diffc to represent the absolute difference between the inferred c and actual c accordingly. Additionally, to
consider diffm and diffc together, we also measured MAE for Manhattan distances, which is defined in
Equation 14. Note, the range of MAE of Manhattan distances is [0, 2]. As we have 499, 327 leave-one-out
cases, n = 499, 327 in Equations 12, 13 and 14.
MAE(diffm) =
∑n
i=1 |actual mi − inferred mi|
n
(12)
MAE(diffc) =
∑n
i=1 |actual ci − inferred ci|
n
(13)
MAE(Man) =
∑n
i=1 |diffmi|+ |diffci|
n
(14)
As [58] pointed out, inferred indirect trust becomes unreliable when the length of the chains (the number
of hops) increases. Therefore, we only took into account the chains containing two hops. We list the
performance results of 15 combinations in Table 2.
Table 2: Comparison of operators’ performances
Operators MAE(diffm) MAE(diffc) MAE(Man)
TP1,AP1 0.2449 0.0793 0.3242
TP1,AP2 0.2452 0.0795 0.3247
TP1,AP3 0.2237 0.0786 0.3023
TP1,AP4 0.2133 0.0816 0.2949
TP1,AP5 0.2520 0.0811 0.3331
TP2,AP1 0.0728 0.0946 0.1674
TP2,AP2 0.0728 0.0947 0.1676
TP2,AP3 0.2294 0.0961 0.3255
TP2,AP4 0.0730 0.0907 0.1636
TP2,AP5 0.0733 0.0977 0.1710
TP3,AP1 0.0780 0.0851 0.1631
TP3,AP2 0.0777 0.0850 0.1627
TP3,AP3 0.2252 0.0893 0.3145
TP3,AP4 0.0788 0.0919 0.1707
TP3,AP5 0.0797 0.0916 0.1713
From Table 2, we can see that TP1 and AP3’s performance is significantly worse than other operators,
which is consistent with our previous work [28]. Although many applications use multiplication (TP1) as
the transitivity operator [58] [67] [65], in this application, it is not the best one. To consider impression m
and confidence c together, we selected to use the combination of TP3AP2 in the remainder of this work,
which has the smallest MAE(man) among 15 combinations. By selecting TP3, it means that we considered
the minimum m in a trust path as the bottleneck. To aggregate trust paths, we used the weighted mean
method AP2, where weights are trust paths’ confidence. In other words, we assumed that higher confident
trust paths are more important than lower confident trust paths in aggregating trust paths.
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5.3. Users’ power distribution
As stated above, in addition to the direct trust links constructed in Section 3.2, we also inferred indirect
trust relations for users who originally were not directly connected by using TP3AP2 operators. Given the
trust network which includes both direct and indirect inferred trust relations among users, we calculated
users’ power by following our definition presented in Section 3.4. In Figure 3, we show the distribution of
the number of users for 100 bins of power. We normalized users’ power into the range of [0, 1] using feature
scaling. So each bin has a length of 0.01. Also, note that we use the log scale for the number of users in
each bin. From Figure 3, we can see that as in many online communities, this distribution follows the power
law distribution [68]. Only a few users have high influence in the community. These powerful users can be
professional investors or gurus in the field of stock market.
Figure 3: Distribution of the number of users with regard to users’ power
5.4. Pearson correlation
Pearson correlation [69] is widely used to measure the linear relationship between two variables, including
time series variables. In this work, we use Pearson correlation coefficients (PCC) to measure the linear
relation between the abnormal stock returns (AR) and Twitter sentiment valence (TSV ). Remember that
from 01/01/2015 through 08/31/2015, we have 167 trading days. Therefore, AR and TSV are two 167 ∗ 1
vectors. Given these two vectors, Pearson correlation coefficients can be calculated as shown in Equation
15, where E stands for the expectation value of the variable.
PCC =
E[AR ∗ TSV ]− E[AR] ∗ E[TSV ]√
E[AR2]− E[AR]2 ∗√E[TSV 2]− E[TSV ]2 (15)
In Table 3, we list the Pearson correlation coefficients between the selected eight firms’ abnormal returns
and their Twitter sentiment valence. In addition to Pearson correlation coefficients, we also test the p-
values for them. We compare our trust network power based method TSVpower with other two baseline
methods TSVequal (a widely used method by many existing works, such as [11], [29], [37], [33] and [34].) and
TSVfollowers that we mentioned in Section 4.
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Table 3: Comparison of Pearson correlation coefficients for eight firms
Firms TSVequal TSVfollowers TSVpower
PCC p-value PCC p-value PCC p-value
AAPL 0.3370 8.4 ∗ 10−6 0.3969 1.1 ∗ 10−7 0.4644 2.6 ∗ 10−10
FB 0.0662 0.395 0.0544 0.485 0.0962 0.216
GOOG 0.1830 0.018 0.1295 0.095 0.2883 1.6 ∗ 10−4
NFLX 0.1416 0.068 0.1758 0.023 0.4036 6.4 ∗ 10−8
AMZN 0.1314 0.091 0.3949 1.3 ∗ 10−7 0.5318 1.4 ∗ 10−13
GE 0.0401 0.610 0.0043 0.956 0.1530 0.048
MSFT 0.0533 0.494 0.1035 0.183 0.3812 3.7 ∗ 10−7
GILD 0.0969 0.213 0.0305 0.696 0.1702 0.028
In Table 3, among TSVequal, TSVfollowers and TSVpower we use bold font to represent the most linearly
correlated method with the stock abnormal returns. We can see that our method TSVpower performs
better than other two methods for all eight firms. By weighting tweets’ sentiment by their authors’ power,
TSVpower has higher PCC (and correspondingly lower p-value) than other two methods. For many firms,
such as AMZN, GE, MSFT and GILD, by using TSVfollowers or TSVequal, the Pearson coefficient between
their Twitter sentiment valence and abnormal returns is weak (p-values are greater than 0.05), which means
that Twitter sentiment valence might not have linear relation with abnormal stock returns. However, by
using our trust network power based method, Twitter sentiment valence is significantly linearly related to
abnormal stock returns for all the firms except FB. This confirms that the source of information (tweets) is
an important factor to consider in this field of study. Compared with TSVfollowers, TSVpower not only takes
the number of trust links into account, but it also considers the quality of trust links. Our trust network
power based method highlights powerful users’ tweets and opinions, such that the accumulated Twitter
sentiment valence is more linearly related to the firms’ abnormal returns.
To illustrate this, we compared three methods’ of performance for NFLX’s abnormal returns and its
Twitter sentiment valence in Figure 4. We can see that our trust network power based method reflects
NFLX’s abnormal returns better than other two methods. For example, for the abnormal returns’ peak at
day 13, our method TSVpower follows the peak, while other two methods are not able. Note that, in Figure 4,
to compare abnormal returns and Twitter sentiment valence in the same scale, we converted both of them to
Standard scores (also called z-scores) as shown in Equation 16, whose means are 0 and standard deviations
are 1. In Equation 16, z is a Standard score, x is the original score, µ and σ are the mean and standard
deviation of the population respectively.
z =
x− µ
σ
(16)
To see how good Twitter sentiment valence is linearly related to the firms’ abnormal returns, we selected
AMZN as an example, which has the largest Pearson correlation coefficient among eight firms. We illustrate
the relation between AMZN’s abnormal returns and our trust network power based method in Figure 5.
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Figure 4: Comparison of three methods for NFLX
We can see that our method captures abnormal returns’ fluctuation very well, especially for three abnormal
returns’ big peaks in Figure 5. Such kind of linear correlation can be used for other advanced analysis, for
example, event study [70] [34] and stock price prediction.
5.5. Linear regression correlation
In the above, Pearson correlation coefficient was used to measure the pairwise linear correlation between
abnormal stock returns and Twitter sentiment valence. In addition to that, by taking into account that
abnormal stock returns might exhibit auto-correlation property [27], we also constructed a linear regression
model which includes both Twitter sentiment valence and historical abnormal returns, as in Equation 17.
ARd = α+ β ∗ TSVd + γ ∗ CV + εd (17)
Here, α is the intercept. β is the coefficient that we are going to investigate, and ε denotes a zero mean
disturbance term. CV stands for control variables. Although there are many factors (i.e., trading volume,
volatility) that can be considered as control variables [8] [27], in this work, we considered the previous three
days’ abnormal returns as control variables. Thus, we can rewrite the regression Equation 17 as in Equation
18.
ARd = α+ β ∗ TSVd +
i=3∑
i=1
γi ∗ARd−i + εd (18)
We tested Equation 18 with TSV calculated by three methods we mentioned above. We list estimated
coefficient β, standard error of the estimation SE, t statistic for a test that the coefficient is zero tStat,
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Figure 5: Pearson correlation between AMZN’s abnormal returns and trust network power based Twitter sentiment valence
p-value for the t statistic pV alue, and adjusted R-square adjR2 in Table 4.
From Table 4, we observe the same performance pattern as in Pearson correlation coefficient test. In
other words, after considering the stock abnormal returns’ possible auto-correlation property, still, our trust
network power based method outperforms other two methods. Similarly, in Table 4, we highlight the lowest
p-value and the highest adjusted R-square among three methods with bold font. Therefore, the main
hypothesis of this work that the users reputation built by using our trust management system, helps in
making better predictions of the stock market is confirmed.
5.6. A limitation – number of tweets
Although in the above experiments our trust network power based method outperformed other two
baseline methods for all eight firms we selected, we found that to achieve this each firm must have enough
number of daily tweets available. Remember that all eight firms we selected have more than 40 average daily
tweets.
To see the influence of the number of daily tweets, we selected another firm – Bank of America Corp
(BAC), as an example. BAC is the 9th most mentioned firm in our Twitter dataset. And it has an average
of 31.4192 daily tweets during our testing period. As before, we did the Pearson correlation test for BAC
with three methods for all the 167 trading days. We list the results in Table 5. From Table 5 we can see
that, in this case, TSVequal performs better than our method TSVpower.
Since BAC has only a few tweets on many trading days, instead of testing for all the 167 trading days,
we selected a subset of trading days on which BAC has more than 40 tweets available (Subset40). By setting
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Table 4: Regression results of abnormal returns for eight firms
Firms TSV methods coefficient β SE tStat pV alue adjR2
AAPL
TSVequal 0.0127 0.0026 4.9243 2.07 ∗ 10−6 0.1241
TSVfollowers 0.1103 0.0187 5.9106 1.95 ∗ 10−8 0.1717
TSVpower 0.0365 0.0051 7.1752 2.45 ∗ 10−11 0.2359
FB
TSVequal 0.0016 0.0020 0.7919 0.4296 0.0372
TSVfollowers 0.0166 0.0246 0.6751 0.5006 0.0361
TSVpower 0.0113 0.0086 1.3162 0.1900 0.0437
GOOG
TSVequal 0.0066 0.0029 2.3166 0.0218 0.0115
TSVfollowers 0.0700 0.0407 1.7200 0.0873 -0.0030
TSVpower 0.0398 0.0105 3.8031 2.02 ∗ 10−4 0.0624
NFLX
TSVequal 0.0077 0.0045 1.6902 0.0929 0.0094
TSVfollowers 0.2252 0.0991 2.2725 0.0244 0.0231
TSVpower 0.1388 0.0244 5.6836 5.99 ∗ 10−8 0.1595
AMZN
TSVequal 0.0048 0.0028 1.6936 0.0923 0.0204
TSVfollowers 0.3276 0.0565 5.7987 3.41 ∗ 10−8 0.1744
TSVpower 0.1228 0.0154 7.9768 2.57 ∗ 10−13 0.2842
GE
TSVequal 0.0007 0.0013 0.5824 0.5611 -0.0133
TSVfollowers 0.0014 0.0347 0.0400 0.9681 -0.0154
TSVpower 0.0298 0.0150 1.9911 0.0481 0.0089
MSFT
TSVequal 0.0010 0.0016 0.6095 0.5430 -0.0184
TSVfollowers 0.0588 0.0423 1.3908 0.1662 -0.0087
TSVpower 0.0822 0.0155 5.2984 3.77 ∗ 10−7 0.1300
GILD
TSVequal 0.0023 0.0017 1.3519 0.1783 -0.0050
TSVfollowers 0.0603 0.1161 0.5189 0.6045 -0.0146
TSVpower 0.0453 0.0189 2.3970 0.0177 0.0185
a threshold of 40 for the number of daily tweets, Subset40 has 27 trading days. Also, we tested the Pearson
correlation for Subset40 and included its results in Table 5. We can see that if we have enough number of
tweets (in this example more than or equal to 40 daily tweets) to infer Twitter sentiment valence for BAC,
still our method can outperform other two methods. Besides performance, we think that to get reliable
analysis results, it is necessary to have sufficient tweets. Note that, compared with the difference between
TSVequal and TSVpower for all 167 trading days, our method performs much better in Subset40. Also, we
compared three methods’ performance of BAC in Subset40 in Figure 6. For example, our method TSVpower
can predict for day 10’s drop, while other two methods are not able to do such prediction.
Table 5: Pearson correlation coefficients of BAC
Testing period TSVequal TSVfollowers TSVpower
PCC p-value PCC p-value PCC p-value
All 167 trading days 0.1877 0.015 0.0244 0.755 0.1589 0.040
Subset40 0.1471 0.464 -0.1773 0.376 0.4378 0.022
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Figure 6: Comparison of BAC’s performance in Subset40
6. Conclusions and Future work
In this work, we used the abnormal stock returns as ground truth for our trust management system. For
this reason we verified the hypothesis that the users reputation, built by the inter trust among them, using
our trust management system, helps in making better predictions of abnormal stock returns. So, we collected
a group of users who were interested in stock market activities from Twitter. Based on tweets posted by the
users, we selected eight firms which were the top eight mentioned firms in the data set. Correspondingly,
those eight firms’ stock market data was collected from Yahoo! Finance. For the users on Twitter, we
adapted our trust management framework [28] and constructed a user-to-user trust network. Based on this
user-to-user trust network, we calculated for users’ power or reputation in a simple way.
To see whether or not Twitter sentiment information could help to analyze stock market, for each firm, we
analyzed Pearson correlation coefficients between Twitter sentiment valence and the firm’s abnormal returns.
Compared with existing works, when accumulating Twitter sentiments, we took into account tweets’ authors.
Authors were weighted and differentiated by their reputation or power in the whole community. Compared
with treating all the authors equally or simply weighting authors by the number of their followers, we could
see that our trust network based reputation mechanism could amplify the correlation between a specific
firm’s Twitter sentiment valence and the firm’s stock abnormal returns.
To further consider the auto-correlation property of abnormal stock returns, we also constructed a linear
regression model, in which the previous three days’ abnormal returns were considered as control variables.
Again, our results showed that by using our trust network power based method to weight tweets, we did
linear regression better than other two methods.
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However, our work also has some limitations. First of all, we did experiments only for a period (from
01/01/2015 through 08/31/2015). It is possible that the relation pattern we found here does not apply to
other periods of time [27]. Therefore, testing our method on multiple data sets and periods of time is part
of our future work. Furthermore, our study showed that when the number of tweets about a firm was very
small; the Twitter sentiment valence might not be able to reflect the stock market. So, in the future, we will
consider collecting more data or think of how to use available data more effectively. Finally, we will further
tune the used reputation algorithms.
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